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Clubruns
will resume as soon as
restrictions ease and
venues reopen (see p5
lunch - 1215hrs
March
13 Manorwood Café Coddington
20 Meadow Lea Mickle Trafford
27 The Britannia Halkyn
April
3 Nets’ Cafe
Denhall
10 The Plough
Christleton
17 Old Ma’s Cafe Gatesheath
24 Nag’s Head
Lavister
May
1 Dysart Arms Bunbury
Coddington Rm

Committee 1130

15 The Britannia Halkyn
22 Meadow Lea Mickle Trafford
29 The Plough
Christleton
31 An eld 100 - HQ Shawbury
June
5 Nets’ Cafe
Denhall

12 Coddington Rms Committee 1130
Closing date next issue: 31 May

Contacts

Liverpool Tandem Club 7 June 1937: a bri iantly staged photo
om An elder Jack Davies’s co ection (see pages 6 and 7)
President: David Birchall

Diary date! Anfield 100 - 31st May

Runs Captain: Geraint Catherall

In the hope that this year’s 100 will be able to go ahead,
the Committee have booked Shawbury Village Hall as
HQ. The event will be run subject to CTT guidance and
full facilities may not be available at the hall. Please can
you book the date in your diary as we will need the usual
support of marshalls round the course and at HQ.

Editor: David Birchall

To offer your help please contact Event
Organiser Graham Thompson

Hon Secretary: Dave Eaton
Hon Treasurer: Phil Mason
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A year in lockdown ..
Goodness knows we’ve needed some levity in
this Winter of darkness and pandemic. But
Covid is not to be taken lightly. Its impact on the
Anfield Bicycle Club has been deep. One
member has died after contracting the virus
while in hospital for an unrelated matter; others
have been ill with it; several who are selfisolating have been denied social contact as a
result of it; and several more either work on the
NHS frontline themselves or have family
members who do and know the pressures.
Another awful truth is that many of us, deny it
though we might, thanks to age, are classed as
vulnerable. Then, in addition there was the
wholesale cancellation of the Club’s activities no 100 last year, no Autumn Tints, AGM
postponed, Clubruns disrupted. Hopefully the
national vaccination programme which is being
rolled out as I write this will help and allow us to
return to normality.
Despite the pandemic, 2020 was not all gloom
and doom. Spring and early Summer were
perfect for cycling. Week after week from March
until July, the days were filled with sunshine, the
roads were empty, the air was clean and fresh to
breathe: birdsong filled the world, and seldom
has the countryside been so luxuriant with
wildflowers. It was a delight to be awheel in
traffic free conditions that early cyclists would
have known. In August, Clubruns resumed - and
were well supported. It was really good to meet,
chat, and enjoy Anfield banter until the arrival of
Autumn when the world once more closed in.
From top right - Spring daffodils; Summer wild
flowers; Autumn at Arley; Winter snow; and
floods (Bangor on Dee).
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Clockwise from left: socially distanced Committee
Meeting: Hugh Dauncey on the Kielder Forest
Loop; Adam and Joseph Birchall at Marazion; Phil
Whitehead rooftop riding with views across the
Dee at Parkgate; editing the Circular with an iPad,
coffee ... and Club mascot Wilber; zimmers and
sticks - how the BBC sees the ‘over-70s’.

Pat Twigg
We are sorry to report Pat’s death which happened just before
Christmas. From the early 1970s, she mothered the many
Anfielders on the way to and from clubruns for whom ‘Twigg
Towers’ provided a home-from-home. And she was a stalwart at
events (roping in family too), dispensing tea, cakes and kindness,
especially at the 100. Sadly, in the last few years, ill health
curtailed, first, Mike’s active cycling, and then Pat’s involvement in Anfield life. She was
definitely one of the Anfield’s best assets. Her passing marks the end of an era. The Club’s
condolences are with Stuart, Sally, Sarah and families in their loss.
DDB
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Clubruns
The Britannia, Halkyn
5th December 2020
In November Wales was ‘open’, but England was in lockdown. The lockdown had meant
cancelling the month’s Clubruns, all on the English side of the border. But last Saturday Nets’ on
Burton marshes was open for take-aways, as Phil Whitehead, Peter Keen and Tony Pickles
discovered on their Saturday rides.
This week the world was just as muddled. On Wednesday as England ‘re-opened’, the Welsh
Assembly had reimposed a very odd lockdown across the Principality: pubs could open for
meals, but not sell beer. In addition, to cross the border you needed ‘a reasonable excuse’, which,
for those of us in England, ruled out a trip to the Britannia. By Saturday the ban on crossing the
border had been rescinded; but it was too late for the Brit which had decided it was not worth
opening. Had we known sooner, an alternative might have been found (the Blue Bell in Halkyn
perhaps? Cyclist friendly, and, according to their website, ‘the hub of the village’, open all day
every day). More to the point Graham Thompson would not have missed out on a much needed
‘cuppa and chat’ after a snowy century ride in the Welsh hills. Here’s Graham’s WhatsApp report:
‘I just thought you would like the photo and a chuckle at my lengths to get to an ABC clubrun
post lockdown! It was really nice at Brenig despite the cold, it is normally v windy which would
have made it brutal so was lucky. I made a mistake by stopping at a shop in Cerrig though. Just a
couple of minutes with no gloves on it took my hands until Ruthin to recover and as you know it's
v painful while they start to thaw! Was in Cerrig when I saw Geraint’s 1st msg, then Halkyn when
I saw the second msg 🤣 Being from the Wirral and virtually never getting snow ❄ its always
quite novel when u ride into the white stuff, a bit was falling today, absolutely freezing of course!
Shame the Brit was closed. I was in desperate need of a cuppa and chat.’

(Le ) Graham Thompson encountered wintry weather in the Welsh hi s, 5 December 2020.
(Right) George Moore’s cartoon ‘Caught in a snowstorm: a Christmas Century ride ‘ (published in
Cycling, 20 December 1911) captures the spirit of Graham’s adventure: ‘And sti he rode midst snow
and ice’. How true it is that the toughest rides create the most enduring memories!
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Old Ma’s, Gatesheath
12th December 2020
This was your Editor’s first chance to attend a clubrun since September. Starting from Bunbury,
in prospect was an hour’s ride around Beeston Castle and the Peckforton Hills, followed by lunch
and chat with fellow Anfielders at Old Ma’s, then an hour’s ride back to Bunbury before driving
home. What could be more agreeable!
Yesterday’s heavy rain, which lasted through the night until daybreak, had cleared. By mid
morning, the low sun cast long shadows over Cheshire’s countryside. It was a lovely day. All the
ingredients were in place for a perfect winter ride. Or were they! Ready to go in Bunbury there
was just one snag. Where were my cycling shoes? And gloves? And helmet? All still at home!
Packed and ready, but still at home. Later, at Old Ma’s, where the (socially-distanced) chat
flowed merrily, Geraint, Peter Catherall and Graham Thompson shrugged their shoulders at my
absentmindedness. ‘It happens to all of us. It’s just one of those things!’ they said.
Nets’ Cafe, Denhall
19th December 2020
Peter Keen, Phil Whitehead, Peter and Geraint Catherall, Geoff Sharp, and David Birchall
attended this run. A mild day for mid-December, Peter Keen and Phil Whitehead had been getting
in the miles around the Wirral before lunch; and Geoff Sharp’s route had crossed with mine on
the Chester Greenway for a ride in company over Burton marshes.
After lunch, on the way home, I met, unexpectedly, Graham Thompson heading towards Nets’.
We stopped and chatted. To my amazement he had 115 miles in his legs, with another dozen still
to go before reaching home!
‘What time did you set off?’ I asked. ‘5 a.m.’ came the reply. Graham’s route started with three
hours riding in darkness to Chirk and the Ceiriog valley. Then, as the sun rose, followed hard
miles to Llanrhaiadr, Llangynog and the climb over the Berwyns via the Milltir Cerrig to Bala.
That left the journey to the Dee marshes via the Clwyds. An impressive ride in mid-December!

Lockdown and Clubruns
At Nets’ we touched on the proposed Christmas visit to the Plough in Christleton.
The bad news was that Anfielders living in Wales would not be able to attend
because of the latest Welsh restrictions, announced that morning, banning
socialising and non-essential travel. As if that were not enough, later in the day,
the UK National news was even bleaker. With infection rates rising fast, new
restrictions for England were announced. The casualties included pubs and cafes,
which meant The Plough would be closed, and, in consequence, there would be no
clubrun. Could things get worse? Unfortunately yes. With the situation rapidly
deteriorating, a complete lockdown swiftly followed. Which meant that, as 2021
arrived, we were back to where we were last March: no venues, no clubruns.
While venues remain closed, clubruns remain suspended. More happily, as I
write, with Spring round the corner, there are signs of hope. The clubruns list
(front page) is published in anticipation of restrictions easing. As soon as we
can meet again, we will let members know. It’s possible, sadly, that some of the
places we use will not have survived the economic stresses of lockdown. So if
you’re planning attending a clubrun, we advise you check with Runs Captain
Geraint before travelling.
DDB
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A mystery solved ...
Like ghosts, two black and white photos
(left) have haunted the Club's collection for
years. They show Arthur Birkby chatting to
two tricyclists, George Parr and Bill
McWhinnie, Anfielders all. It’s a pastoral
scene on a warm summer day, in the
background a watermill and timber-framed
cottage. But when were the photographs
taken? And where? The
‘evidence’ (architecture, season, cyclists)
pointed to the Anfield 100 weekend, Whit
1953, in the Welsh Marches, Shropshire or
Montgomeryshire. Local cycling clubs
couldn’t help, nor could mill enthusiasts,
and a map search met with no success. So
in September we asked the Veteran-Cycle
Club, whose members are super sleuths.
And hey presto, we got a result! Tim
Wilson, who lives near Brighton, contacted
us with more information than could ever
have been expected. We now know the
location was Arley Green, north of
Knutsford. Old Ordnance Survey maps
confirmed a watermill in an out-of-theway spot on the Arley Hall estate. And the
Anfield Circular reported that the three
cyclists attended a run to nearby Lymm on
26 September 1953. As did the
photographer.
From Knutsford for me it’s a short trip to
Arley. In cycling terms the estate is almost
at the end of my own back garden! So followed a visit which resulted in two new
photos (left). Trees now grow where the
mill once stood, metal fencing disfigures
the mill-race bridge, but the timber-framed
cottage that once served cyclists teas, still
stands at the end of the lane, with its brick
panels revealed and no outbuilding. We
contacted the owners who showed us
photos of the mill in the 1890s. And
Annika Flower of Arley Hall delved into
the estate’s archive, discovering that the
mill had ceased operation by August 1962
and was demolished in April 1975.
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The backstory, worthy of Oscar Wilde, is that some years ago a suitcase was dumped on a
municipal tip in Worthing. A suitcase? A refuse tip? In Worthing? It contained cycling
memorabilia - a large number of photo albums, letters and postcards. The site operator, aware of
Tim Wilson’s interest in ‘old bikes’, gave him the suitcase and its contents.
The collection had once belonged to John James Davies of Liverpool, an ABC member from
1950 to his death in 1968. Many of the photos feature Anfielders. In one of the albums Tim
recalled seeing ‘our’ mystery photos, captioned ‘Arley Green, Cheshire, 1953’!
So who was John James Davies? Known to us as ‘Jack’, when he joined the Anfield he was
already a seasoned cyclist, his cycling career having started in the 1920s. He was a brilliant
photographer (with his own darkroom), a keen Tricycle Association man, and, in the 1930s, a
member of Liverpool Tandem Club (see our front page photo). In his working life, we think (but
have not been able to confirm) that by the late 1950s he was Liverpool City Council’s Deputy
Chief Planning Officer. His obituary says that most of his riding with the ABC was in the first
few years of his membership: ‘we would not know in those far off days that he would spend over
half of the seventeen years of his membership fighting a gallant but losing battle against the
disease that led to his merciful but untimely death’.
With one mystery solved, another has started. How did Jack’s cycling collection come to be in a
suitcase on a rubbish dump in Worthing, over 250 miles from where he had spent his life? Within
a hairs-breadth of being destroyed, how lucky the collection was saved! Thanks Tim.
DDB

Arley Mi c1890 (postcard, courtesy CALS)
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Spare Room Racing
During the Autumn lockdown, Neil France
impressed our WhatsApp group with his
Zwift racing successes, achieved from the
comfort of home. So ... we asked ‘What is
Zwift and how does it work?’ ...
Neil reports: The photo shows the set up for
racing on Zwift. The rear wheel is replaced
by the smart trainer (Wahoo core) which
adjusts resistance according to the course
you are riding on. So, when the road goes up
the resistance increases in line with the
gradient. The front wheel has been replaced
by a machine that lifts the front of the bike
up as you climb up the hill so it feels very
close to real life riding. The trainer is linked
via iPhone to the screen which shows the
course, other riders, your power in watts,
speed and gradient. It also shows where you
are in the bunch, who is immediately behind,
and those in front. The graphics software on
the rides is getting more and more
sophisticated. So I have recently been up
Alpe de Zwift (Alpe d’Huez) a couple of
times and it is exactly like the actual climb. You can time trial on the exact one used for the Giro.
I wear a heart rate monitor which is also shown on the screen, and it controls the cooling fan
speed e.g. when you are going uphill heart rate increases which triggers increased fan speed. It
can also be programmed to your speed (if the course is flatter).
To race you have an app on the phone called Zwift Companion which shows the available
training sessions and races. These are running about every 10 minutes 24 / 7 so you can find a
race that suits your personal fitness level and schedule. When entering you choose the group you
want to be in eg; E =elite, A/B/C/D depending upon the average watts per kg you can output ...
I'm always in D, allegedly the easiest group!
You are racing against people from all over the world. The racing is full on from the start and
very good training. When you finish the app shows you all the key information about your
performance so its simple to track your fitness levels ... all from the comfort of a spare room!
Last week I was racing against Kevin Livingston (doper in Lance’s team USPostal) he was in
Austin Texas and I’ve been riding with Wiggins / Cavendish etc all in real time.
How much does it cost though, I hear you say? Zwift subscription is £12.99 per month; Wahoo
core smart trainer: £699 (and this is all that's needed); KickR climb simulation machine £499 (not
essential); Wahoo fan £199.00 (not essential); Wahoo heart rate belt £60.00 (essential).
I decided at the start of the first lockdown to invest in this and it has not disappointed me. I'm
ramping up my training for race(s) in Cape Town in the New Year, and, at the time of writing,
have just heard SA will now be allowing Brits to travel there again. If anyone would like to know
more about this simulated experience please email me on neil.france@genesis4training.co.uk.
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Jiri, Chris Shorter and
‘Bobby’ the tandem

Down by the Riverside - Chris Shorter
In the days before Coronavirus, when I still used to go to the office to work, I was often visited at
lunchtime by Jiri, one of my colleagues. I think his original excuse was that he wished to practice
his English with a natural speaker of the language but he didn’t really have any need for this at
all. Soon, I discovered that Jiri was a keen cyclist and daily, during the Tour, we would analyse
the previous day’s action and speculate what would happen on the following stages.
Inevitably, one day, our conversation turned to what bikes we had. Jiri showed me some pictures
of his state of the art mountain bike, the likes of which I had never seen before: it was full carbon
fibre with a single-bladed fork and the rear wheel was attached to a single beam only on the chain
side. Naturally, it had full suspension and disk brakes. Jiri didn’t look very impressed with my
collection until I showed him some pictures of the Bob Jackson time-trial tandem. ‘You really
have this bike in the Czech Republic, Chris?’ I assured him that it was indeed safely stored in our
little cottage. ‘Chris, we must go for a ride on it!’ This was a bit of a concern because Jiri was
considerably taller than me and heavier, which made me worry about the balance and how long
the wheels would survive before a total collapse. Jiri managed to convince me that we should at
least have a trial.
One Sunday afternoon Jiri duly arrived on his superbike. In the flesh it was even more impressive
- amazingly light given its mechanical complexity. I thought he would be disappointed by the
steel Bob Jackson but he made lots of appreciative comments. Having adapted the tandem to fit
Jiri, we set out for a trial ride locally. I explained some tandem protocols, and practiced a few
mounts, dismounts, stops and starts without falling off. The trial was judged a success!
And so followed a proper trip. The Elbe Cycle Route (Elberadweg) extends along the banks of
the Elbe river from Cuxhaven on the North Sea coast to Prague, although the final part is along
the Vltava, a tributary of the Elbe. Much of its 1300km length is on dedicated cycle paths and the
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The spectacular sandstone arch of Pravčicka brana
rest on quiet minor roads. Only 130km is in the Czech Republic. It’s not remotely hilly; at the
Czech border the elevation is only 110m – 1170km from the sea! We decided to do the classic
65km section from Děčín to Dresden, across the Czech and German Saxon Switzerland national
parks. Jiri pointed out that this would allow us to have a beer for lunch in Germany (the zero
drink-drive alcohol limit includes cyclists in the Czech Republic), which, as an Anfielder, I was
fully in agreement with!
My partner Eva dropped us off from Děčín beside the Labe, as the Elbe is called on the Czech
side. Bobby was swiftly assembled and off we went! Soon we were in Dolný žleb, the last village
in the Czech Republic and a major centre for rock climbing on sandstone towers high above the
Labe. Across the river was the popular holiday resort of Hřensko and the hills behind that were
hiding the spectacular sandstone arch of Pravčicka brana, one of the most well-known natural
features in the Czech Republic.
Not much further along the bank, we reached the border, which was marked on the Czech side
with the shield of Czechoslovakia, a country that had not existed since 1992!
(to be continued)
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Road to the Isles - Mike Hallgarth
Lockdown presented us all with glorious spring weather and I stacked in some good mileages
with day rides from home. Even fitted a bell to warn the huge numbers of walkers/casual new
cyclists using the lanes.
This year’s big plan involved 3 months’ sailing around Ireland and Scotland, with a possibility of
reaching the Faroes. Alas the continual delays in countries ‘opening up’ meant we postponed
departure until early July. Forbidden to land in Ireland, and with Wales only just allowing
visiting yachts, we were faced with northwest winds making a northerly trip uninviting.
A detour saw us travelling around Lands End to Fowey and Falmouth before a pleasant visit to
the Scillies in perfect conditions. Then a massive stage to the destroyed Holyhead marina. Two
years ago a huge storm came in the form of ‘the Beast from the East’ and the rebuild is on hold
because of prohibitively expensive insurance requirements. The marina remains as debris, with
just a single pontoon for visitors.
Then two more big stages to Islay and Oban. Philippa joined the crew in Oban, and her mother
(85!) came along for a week as well! She enjoyed it and gave us geology lectures about Skye
etc. We also visited Eigg (but were asked not to come ashore, just anchor) and went ashore on
Rhum, excellent. Saw a whale coming towards us near Iona and quickly started the engine to
warn it of a collision! Stories of whales attacking ships are untrue, usually it’s just a whale asleep
being run into by a silent sailing ship. A brief anchorage on Skye before we felt it best to start the
journey home before the break in the weather normally arriving in early September.
Sort of dreaded the trip back into probably prevailing winds, but a weather window presented
itself with strong northerlies. We sailed from Tarbert on Kintyre to Milford Haven in just 40
hours and it was glorious sailing. Then a couple of days rest and a big stage back to Minehead
and home. 2 months in total but wanting more……
Last week I sailed solo for 3 days and anchored off Lynmouth, just under the North Devon
coastal path. The second day I just relaxed in perfect late summer sun, before an early evening
motor to Blue Anchor Bay near Minehead.
In three years I’ve had around 170 days of sailing and can’t get enough of it, even trips to the
Marina to clean the boat are enjoyable.
After the big trip and lack of cycling, I rode a club “10” to ensure an unbroken history of racing
every year since 1974! To respond to the inevitable question – 1. I did very well, 2. My
supporters were proud of me, and 3, I hope to do even better next time! There we are, an answer
fit for a politician!
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Cycling on Eigg - Covid stopped Mike Hallgarth setting foot on the island, but his account
refreshed my own memories of a perfect day there, cycling with Mary and Adam, in June 1986.
The adventure started with a voyage on MV Shearwater; then followed the island road to dazzling
beaches, Atlantic surf, and a view of Rhum’s mountains; all in the shadow of the Sgurr of Eigg.
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